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This session investigates promising insights into how humans can connect with others. We 
provide empirical evidence for how experiential consumption and behavioral mimicry act as 
potential paths to social connectedness, discuss how people may mistakenly seek solitude 
instead of connection, and explore how connecting others with each other promotes well-being. 
 
QUESTIONING THE “I”  IN EXPERIENCE: EXPERIENTIAL PURCHASES FOSTER SOCIAL 
CONNECTION 
Amit Kumar, Thomas C. Mann, Thomas D. Gilovich 
Cornell University 
Research on experiential and material purchases (money spent on doing versus having) has 
focused on the benefits of experiential consumption in terms of consumer satisfaction and the 
underlying mechanisms that produce this difference. Here, we present another downstream 
consequence of spending money on experiences: fostering social connection. In Studies 1 and 
2 we show that people feel more kinship with someone who has made the same (or a similar, 
but “upgraded”) experiential purchase as them than someone who made the same (or a similar, 
but “upgraded”) material purchase. In Study 3, we find that people feel more connected to 
others in general when they are asked to reflect on their experiential purchases. This connection 
is expressed in a greater desire to engage in social activities (Study 4) and participants 
behaviorally demonstrate social connectedness by acting more prosocially after thinking about 
their experiences than after thinking about their possessions (Study 5).  
 
 
THE EXTROVERT ADVANTAGE: PROMOTING SOCIAL CONNECTEDNESS THROUGH 
BEHAVIORAL MIMICRY 
Tanya L. Chartrand, Korrina Duffy 
Duke University 
Intuitively, many people accept that introverts and extroverts navigate their social environments 
differently, but little empirical evidence has explored the automatic processes underlying this 
difference and the implications this could have for social connectedness. In general, the 
differences between introverts and extroverts have been conceptualized in terms of how 
depleting or energizing they find social interactions and furthermore how successfully they 
engage socially. We used nonconscious behavioral mimicry as a tool to measure how flexibly 
and skillfully introverts and extroverts navigate their social environment since behavioral mimicry 
has been shown to enhance feelings of social connection. We provide empirical evidence that 
extroverts automatically activate nonconscious processes that allow them to more successfully 
engage in social settings. This evidence highlights how automatic processes might underlie 
fundamental differences between introverts and extroverts and suggests that this may have 
important implications for feelings of social connectedness.  
 
 
MISTAKENLY SEEKING SOLITUDE 
Nicholas Epley, Juliana Schroeder 
University of Chicago 



Connecting with close others increases happiness but strangers in close proximity routinely 
ignore each other, suggesting either that solitude is more pleasant than interacting with distant 
others or that people misunderstand the consequences of social interaction. A series of 
experiments examined the actual experience of connecting to strangers on commuter trains, 
busses, and cabs. In each context, participants were instructed to connect with a stranger near 
them, to remain disconnected, or do whatever they normally do. In all contexts, participants 
reported a more positive (and no less productive) experience when they connected than when 
in solitude. Separate groups of participants in each context, however, expected precisely the 
opposite outcome, predicting a more positive experience in solitude. This mistaken expectation 
stems partly from underestimating others’ interest in connecting, creating a barrier to social 
engagement. Humans are social animals. In at least some contexts, perhaps not social enough 
for their own wellbeing.  
 
 
MATCHMAKING PROMOTES HAPPINESS 
Lalin Anik, Michael I. Norton 
Duke University; Harvard Business School 
Five experiments explore the psychology underlying people’s proclivity to connect people to 
each other: to play “matchmaker”.  Experiment 1 shows that matching others on the basis of 
how well they will get along is more intrinsically rewarding than other tasks. Experiments 2 and 
3 document two moderators of the rewarding nature of matchmaking. We first show that people 
high in “need for network closure” are most likely to find matchmaking rewarding and then 
document that the more unlikely the match, the more rewarding the matchmaking. Finally, 
Experiment 4 provides correlational evidence from a national sample of Americans that chronic 
matchmaking is associated with higher well-being; in Experiment 5, participants who played 
matchmaker in the laboratory reported boost in happiness. We discuss how connecting others 
creates capital at the level of the individual (increased happiness) while simultaneously creating 
social capital at the level of the group (more densely connected social networks).  
 


